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TWO DIMENSIONAL RIEMANN PROBLEM FOR GAS
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Abstra t
The Riemann problem for two-dimensional ow of polytropi gas with three
onstant initial data is onsidered. Under the assumption that ea h interfa e of
initial data outside of the origin proje ts exa tly one planar wave of sho k, rarefa tion wave or onta t dis ontinuity, it is proved that only two kinds of ombinations, JRS and Js, are reasonable. Numeri al solutions are obtained by using
a nonsplitting se ond order a urate MmB S heme, and they eÆ iently re e t the
ompli ated on gurations and the geometri stru ture of solutions of gas dynami s
system.
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1. Introdu tion

It is well known that the Riemann problem plays an essential role in developing
one-dimensional theory of hyperboli onservation laws[3℄ and it is the simplest one of
general Cau hy problem and mu h easier to larify the expli it stru ture of its solutions.
On the other hand, the solution of the Cau hy problem an be lo ally approa hed by
the solutions of Riemann problem. Hen e the Riemann problem serves as the tou hstone and the building blo k of mathemati al theory of hyperboli onservation laws.
Of ourse, the most interesting and important model is the Euler equations in gas
dynami s.
The Riemann Problem for two-dimensional unsteady ow of invis id, polytropi
gas with four pie e onstant in ea h quadrant was investigated by Zhang and Zheng in
[10℄, and Chang, Chen and Yang in [2℄ et .. With the hara teristi analysis and the
numeri al method, a set of onje ture on the stru ture of solutions is formulated. Unfortunately, nothing analyti has eventually been solved, although there are still many
mathemati ians who present various simpli ed models and try to approa h the onje ture and to explain the ompli ated on gurations in gas dynami s system. Therefore
it is worthwhile to onsider mu h simpler Riemann initial data in two dimensions.
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The present paper deals in detail with the Riemann problem in three pie es for gas
dynami s system, i.e.
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t + (u)x + (v)y = 0;
(u)t + (u2 + p)x + (uv)y = 0;
(1.1)
(v)t + (uv)x + (v2 + p)y = 0;
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, h = e + , > 1 denote density, velo ity, preswhere ; (u; v) and p, e =
( 1)

sure, spe i internal energy, spe i enthalty and polytropi index respe tively. And
Riemann data in three pie es are des ribed as follows,
(; p; u; v)jt=0 = Ti ;

(i = 1; 2; 3);

(1:2)

where Ti are onstant states (See Fig.1.1),
being sele ted under the assumption (H)
that exa tly one planar wave of sho k, rarefa tion wave or onta t dis ontinuity issues
from ea h interfa e of initial data outside
of the origin. It's proved that only two
ases, JRS and three Js, are in theory
reasonable. Here we use a nonsplitting se ond order a urate MmB (lo ally MaximumFig.1.1 Distribution of the initial data
minimum Bounds preserving) s heme to obtain the numeri al results for these two ases. MmB s hemes are basi ally derived from
the stru ture of the equation and the solution properties of s alar onservation laws[5℄,
and are generalized to hyperboli systems. The nonsplitting Mmb s hemes have the
se ond order a urate, high resolution and nonos illatory properties, and have been
used to solve many other problems on erning dis ontinuous solutions fruitfully[6;7℄.
This paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 gives the ne essary preliminaries. In
Se tion 3 we dis uss the distribution of initial data arefully. And the hara teristi
analyses are presented and the orresponding numeri al results are illustrated in Se tion
4.
2. Preliminaries

In this se tion we begin by re alling the main results in [2, 10℄ as our ne essary
preliminaries.
Noting that the dynami similarity of (1.1) and la k of hara teristi length parameter imply that the solutions be the fun tions of the variables  and , where  = x=t,
 = y=t, we seek the self-similar solutions.
(; p; u; v) = (; p; u; v)(; ):

(2:1)

